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436 de răspunsuri

Se acceptă răspunsuri

Faculty:

436 de răspunsuri

Year of study:

436 de răspunsuri

A. Please evaluate your level of satisfaction towards the student administrative services of

"Nicolae Testemitanu" SUMPh

Rezumat Întrebare Individual

Copiați

Medicine No. 2
Dentistry
Pharmacy

9,6%

89,4%

Copiați

I
II
III
IV
V
VI

20%

13,3%
22%

17,7%

20,2%
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Please, evaluate the lodging facilities of the University (if you were/or are a

beneficiary of them)

339 de răspunsuri

Copiați

ecretariat (working time, staff courtesy, waiting time) Sanitary groups, lavatories, toilets Canteen/Caffeteria Sports 
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Your comments and suggestions:

45 de răspunsuri

Good

The best University

Unnecessary bureaucracy and red tape/rules. Unorganized. Unnecessary classes.

the university buldings and classes are too old ( for medicine university) !

Toilets!!!!!!!!! Paper!!!!!

the canteen food isn't as great wider range, toilets are atrocious and need a new design,there's not that
much sport facilities and student unions or societies are completely not found in this University.
Compared to other universities in Europe and there's no trips to there place if we are learning Romanian
why shouldn't we go to museums, village or other neighbouring countries.

The teaching level is amazing but when you asked about the cantina and bathrooms I think it can go
better and the sport we didn't have so no idea

B. Please evaluate your satisfaction level towards the following resources and educational

amenities:

Copiați

aces-lecture halls, classrooms (amenities, comfort, functionality) Modern amenities (video projectors, wireless internet connecti
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Your comments and suggestions:

28 de răspunsuri

That’s good

Library doesn't have the books I need

We need free wifi EVERYWHERE !!

Glad to see Training programmes in English are introduced.More and more programmes if arranged on a
monthly basis (in English)would boost student knowledge and satisfaction.Thanking you

More book in library! No internet in the university......

Some classrooms really need to be updated with AC or heating lets take the anatomy building room 6 is
so small and hardly any oxygen we should really take consideration of the student and professor who
are constantly in the class. Also some subjects such as clinical anatomy there are no cadavers to
dissect which makes it much easier to remember but instead we a have text book and a teacher who
wants us to swallow the book inside out then when we do that ask questions as if we are surgeons. Now
mind you I know some people who want to be surgeons but I however do not so why should I be forced
to study this. Lastly please more clinical practice by the time I leave I don't think I will know how to take
bl d Thi i i j t t i i th ti l t d t h k h t MCQ AND SCQ

C. Please evaluate your satisfaction level towards the study programme and curriculum of

"Nicolae Testemitanu" SUMPh

Copiați

Topics of the lectures The diversity of optional courses The offered lectures are interestin
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Your comments and suggestions:

22 de răspunsuri

All exams in same week, especially the concluding tests. All exam together not easy to score in all exam.

there is exams like physiology semi-final doesnt relate to the material that we are learning

More lectures like in Genetics. Less reading from the computer. More explaining and discuss

again optional course is the last thing on a students mind who has 4 exams or classes chasing after
him, so less of that.As I said before more practice less subjects which are not important. Also why not
make courses like physcology and communications like a month program honestly it will leave space to
study and we can finish on time with good grade(food for thought).I would like to request more time on
my schedule 8 am everyday is a pain I feel like i'm in elementary school. 

Give the possibility to choose optional courses

Publishing lectures subjects ahead of the lecture on the website. 
There is a good website that belongs to the university that is not beind used to its full potential.

The problem with lectures is absents of students. And that happened because the university charge

D. Please evaluate your satisfaction level towards the final evaluation methods within "Nicolae

Testemitanu" SUMPh

Copiați

Computer assisted-testing Multiple choice test Oral response (Oral exam) Written exam Assessme
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Your comments and suggestions:

18 răspunsuri

Moodle question are confusing us more

I think you should motivate students to start there thesis early on at 2 nd year really helps with further
career and makes you really enjoy the subjects and what do they always say lazy people find and easier
way of doing things.Some oral exams are so biased and completely depending on the teachers mood
which is sooo bad think about how someone didn't sleep for weeks on end to learn your topic but
because you are moody or hate the person then you fail then.Completely unjust same for written I think
we just have modulators like stand next to the teacher whilst doing the test or no name should be
written just simu number so there is no bias, corruption or favouritism.Believe this might work.

The oral exams Depend on our teacher’s mood not in our knowledge of the teacher is happy we will pass
but if not we will fail this is not fair .So many people don’t know anything and they pass because of
favoritism, bias, and €€€€

Should include more practical exams for example for physiology. 
Also students should see patients more frequently for example we had pharma lesson last week in the
hospital it was more interesting than usual thanks for the chief of department for that.

There are lots and lots of web problems on computer tests

E. Please evaluate your satisfaction level towards counseling services and professional/career

guidance offered by the "Nicolae Testemitanu" SUMPh’ s staff:

Copiați

course options, one’s study programme organization, efficient learning) Career management counseling
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Your comments and suggestions:

10 răspunsuri

Extra curricular activities are not promoting our University. 
There is no other activities for students to improve their practical activities. 

Why there is no any conferences or events for english students !

again little thought is ever considered on the student mental health instead absence is given and a
grade.

Didnt even know that psychological counseling exist but i am going to put neutral because some doctors
are usually doing a pretty good job in this manner for example doctor angela and igor.

Ever heared we have it in the university

.....

Thank you

F. Please evaluate your satisfaction level towards some general aspects regarding the "Nicolae

Testemitanu" SUMPh

Copiați

nal and professional environment provided by ”Nicolae Testemitanu” SUMPh I would recommend this University to other persons
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Your comments and suggestions:

27 de răspunsuri

The rules in the school are really unfair some of the materials they teach or false and not correct way the
professors for the most part are amazing

Please structure the dental program like a USA dental shool and provide students with patients so we
can actually practice

To be completely honest for me the uni was the best decision I made I believe i'm a person who is very
competitive and work well in that environment and for absence having to pay makes me come to
class.But for others I wouldn't know.However, recommending this place sometimes is difficult because
morally I don't agree in the way the teachers behave to students or the corruption present.Plus there are
some people here who are just here for no reason.I think the uni should weed out the weak and people
who are not here for medicine but playing however are passing at the same time how unusual compared
to people who work there butts off.For this uni to become better and established for other forign
students then reduce the amount of people who can enter so easily without knowing where the liver
is.Increase insentives to get higher grades like lowering tuition fees or bursary or placing the cover other
face on every establishment.Really gets that healthy competition going 

the last question summarizes all the problem, please try to be more open the feedback , otherwise
things will never improve


